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ACCOUNT COORDINATOR 

We’re looking for someone who is outgoing, organized and enthusiastic. You love  

a challenge, and have a huge appetite for learning and making things run smoothly. 

You’re flexible, and your idea of a good time is a successful result achieved within a 

tight deadline.  
 

As an independent doer as well as a team player, you learn quickly and act with keen judgment — ensuring 

you loop in everyone who should be aware of a project’s details. You quickly learn new systems and 

processes and notice details. It’s a bonus if you love dogs because our office usually has one or two running 

about on any given day. 

Your Responsibilities 

You’ll report to the Account Strategist and contribute to the successful delivery of integrated marketing 

campaigns. You have a record of delivering on time and on budget. You enjoy working in a supportive, 

efficient and productive environment, helping your team by providing clear briefs, estimates, and detailed 

project planning. You enjoy challenges, embrace responsibilities and communicate well with colleagues and 

clients. 

CLIENT SERVICES 

● Manage tactical projects 

● Facilitate quote requests internally and externally 

● Prepare quotes for client review 

● Maintain detailed weekly/monthly client and internal status reports 

● Quality control (proofing for copy and design accuracy; adherence to brand standards)  

 

GENERAL WORKFLOW 

● Develop expertise in all aspects of the project, from client brief through to implementation 

● Schedule and monitor project timelines and milestones 

● Day-to-day coordination of a project’s requirements, ensuring efficient and effective workflow 

● Monitor costs and facilitate timely and accurate budget management 

● Prepare Purchase Orders and Invoices 

● Support new business initiatives by participating in proposal development 
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TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT 

● Take a proactive role in personal development and support your own career growth plan 

● Build rapport and relationships among all departments and your assigned client contacts 

Your Requirements  

EDUCATION 

● You have a Diploma or Certificate from a recognized college, with a Marketing and/or Business 

major, or equivalent experience. 

 

EXPERIENCE 

● You have one to two years’ experience servicing a client base or in a customer service role. 

● At least a year of related experience in the digital/print/production industry in a service or 

production role would be considered an asset. 

● Proficiency in the Google suite of office products and Microsoft Office is an asset. 

Your Approach 

Even more important than your coordination abilities, is how you apply your judgement and your general 

approach to working. First and foremost, you must be a great fit with our team and culture. For more on that, 

check out the SAW website (sawstrategic.com). In addition, we’re looking for an account coordinator gifted 

with the following traits: 

GOOD JUDGEMENT 

Simply put, our clients pay us for our judgement. You are required to use yours in all situations to ensure 

whatever actions you take are the right ones, for the right reasons. You must be prepared to take personal 

responsibility for the decisions and promises you make on SAW’s behalf. 

CRITICAL THINKER 

You never just do something because it looks good or is the easy answer. It has to make sense within the 

context of the objective to be achieved. All things can and should be questioned. A comprehension of the 

larger picture is crucial, understanding your specific role as it relates to all projects you work on.  

EXCELLENT COMMUNICATOR 

Working with other team members means you all need to get on to the same page. It also means you need 

to be able to explain why you chose any solution you did, and be prepared to convince others why your 
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choices were the right ones. You can’t achieve any of that without the ability to communicate well with 

others, orally and in writing. 

ACCOUNTABLE 

Our studio environment only works when we have complete trust in one another. Your word is your bond. 

You always do whatever it takes to ensure anything you have committed to do is done exactly as you said. If 

you make a mistake, you own it. If you love something a coworker did, tell them. If you disagree with a 

coworker, or something they did really annoyed you, tell them that as well. Transparency and honesty only 

work when we all do it. 

TEAM PLAYER  

You are always aware of the larger context in which any task or deliverable is created: timing; other 

commitments; budget; additional resources required; additional knowledge required. Sometimes it means 

coordinating your efforts with other team members to ensure you all have sufficient time to do your parts. 

Other times it means organizing yourself so you allow others time to provide the feedback you require to 

complete the job. 

 

In the words of the great philosopher Mr. Spock, “the needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few”.  As 

a part of SAW, you need to embed yourself in the team and always be looking to serve others as well as 

yourself. we need to know you have your co-workers’ backs. If they need help, you jump in. They’ll do the 

same for you. 

PROFESSIONAL 

No one here wants to be your mom. We expect you to act responsibly in regards to all things, big and small, 

that separate the posers from the professionals. That means showing up on time, accurately proofing your 

own work, responding to inquiries in a timely fashion, being on top of your own schedule, keeping yourself 

organized, showing up to meetings you’ve been invited to, taking notes in those meetings. All those things 

that are just expected in any professional environment. 

 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
We are going to need you to demonstrate you’re the one we’re looking for. Please forward resume, cover 

letter and anything else you believe will best make your case.  careers@sawstrategic.com 

 

You can read more about us at sawstrategic.com 
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